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Can you comment on how the major code vendors are adopting their licensing models to
accommodate cloud computing platforms? Do you feel that the major code vendors are fully
adopting the potential of cloud-based computing platforms or is the inertia of their historic
licensing structure holding things back?

...

Rescale This is the largest trend we have seen over the past year. All major code vendors have either
adopted some form of pay-as-you-go SaaS model or are actively developing one. I wouldn’t say that
major code vendors have fully adopted to the potential of cloud-based platforms, but they have taken
major steps in the past year. Most licensing adaptation for the cloud has been around enabling the long
tail of the market with entry level on-demand offerings and enabling burst licenses for their existing
clients.
Like • Reply

UberCloud Cloud is nothing new to most of the independent software vendors (ISVs). Many ISVs have
already a cloud offering and provide on-demand software licenses, or they are considering to add
Software as a Service to their portfolio any time soon. Larger ISVs, like ANSYS, Dassault Systèmes, and
Siemens, tend to have their own home-made cloud solution which is usually quite proprietary and
restrictive. Customers often describe it as vendor lock-in in many different forms; it is often not possible
to change the cloud provider or the service easily. This has a good reason and stems from the early days
of cloud computing when ISVs believed they could potentially lose customers easier to their competition
with a standard easy-to-use cloud portal; or their own customers would tend to prefer affordable, shortterm, on-demand licenses over their usually quite expensive traditional annual / perpetual licenses.

Smaller ISVs tend to be more flexible: they often collaborate closely with several independent cloud
service providers, and therefore are able to offer their customers a rich variety of cloud options, choice of
prizes, and additional customizations. Therefore, the current ISV landscape is often a headache for cloud
service providers to dance between hundreds of cloud licenses offerings (with the devil usually in the
details), and even more for the engineers who try to find the best cloud service for his problem and this
regard. The larger ones tend to be annoyed by the different cloud offerings from different ISVs which they
have to support throughout their company; clearly, they want standards across the different ISVs, like the
ones provided by the new software container technology.

Like • Reply

Esteco The market is still shaking down at the moment and vendors are providing a lot of different
options, credits, elastic licensing solutions, freemium access. Esteco started life as a desktop solution,
with either a fixed or a floating license. Today the majority of our sales are using a floating license but we
are being flexible with our customers to support them as their interest in the cloud grows. If an
organisation makes the commitment to purchase a perpetual license, we guarantee the perpetual license
but at the same time we will provide them with flexible add-ons to allow them to access cloud compute
facilities. This hybrid approach is very complex for us to administrate but it provides the customer with
flexibility and helps us push towards a subscription model approach.
Here at Esteco we have a business process management product (BeePMN) that utilises a freemium
licensing model. While this product is aimed at a different sector to our optimisation tools it is acting like
a test bed for us to see how cloud access impacts our organisation. One area which will be shaken up for
most software vendors if cloud access become popular is their relationship with their distributors who
help sell and support the product.

Like • Reply
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Dassault Systèmes Simulia Dassault Systèmes supports both existing on-premise licensing as well as
new cloud-specific licensing models for the cloud. A big advantage of our cloud licensing models is that
they provide scalability and flexibility including customers’ peak usage (burst computing) needs. Our
models allow users to purchase compute credits for short-term (3 months) or one-year usage periods.
Dassault Systèmes is the only ISV that provides all three key pillars for Cloud – Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS).
Like • Reply

OnScale At OnScale, we realize that this can be a painful and expensive transition for traditional
engineering software vendors. Not only could this process cannibalize the entire sales organization and
pipeline, but it would also require that the vendor company redesign their solvers from the ground up to
be scalable on commodity cloud hardware. We haven’t seen any of the major vendors fully commit to
this yet.

Legacy engineering software businesses are built on (and are “addicted”) to traditional “one engineer -->
one license --> one computer” models. Some companies have played around with “elastic compute” or
“token” models, but these licensing solutions are just a gap-stop and are not really taking advantage of
the flexibility offered by the Cloud delivery.

Traditional engineering simulation software is also not architected for the highly parallel nature of the
cloud. “Simple” things like running a model across several hundred nodes of commodity cloud instances,
is impossible with legacy codebases because these code bases evolved through acquisitions (e.g.
buying a mechanical solver and then buying a separate electrical solver and stitching them together
under the hood in a very inefficient way), as opposed to organic development with a goal of highly
scalable delivery.
OnScale is different. Our primary code base was built and maintained by the same team that created the
initial solvers decades ago for DARPA, DOE, and other three-letter agency research. They were crafted to
be massively parallelizable from the get-go, and so are a natural fit for Cloud HPC environments.

Like • Reply

SimScale Probably every simulation software vendor out there, from large incumbents to start-ups, talks
somehow about the cloud and tries to adopt it. What exactly “cloud” means to each of them is very
different, though. Some interpret the cloud only as additional computing hardware, others go further.

What we did differently at SimScale is create an entire infrastructure for simulation in the cloud, from
CAD upload to post-processing, focusing on creating a user-friendly interface that can be easily learned
and adopted by anyone who can make use of simulation in their design testing and optimization
processes. Real-time collaboration and seamless execution of dozens of simulations simultaneously are
built into it from the very beginning. We continue to invest—recently, for example, we released a further
improved Workbench in order to make it even easier for users to start simulating their designs right away
with no prior knowledge.
SimScale is an open community for engineering simulation. Interested engineers and designers can join
free of charge and collaborate with their peers through an account we call the Community Plan. The
Academic Plan is for students involved in competitions or educators who want to integrate SimScale
into their curriculum.

Because of our communities, the SimScale cloud-based simulation platform is available for free when
creating public projects that can serve the community. The Professional Plan, as well as the Enterprise
Plan, allow users to customize core hours according to their needs and go up to 96 core instances as
well as use the newly integrated lattice Boltzmann solver using the latest generation of Nvidia’s GPUs.
For a yearly subscription in the case of professional use, the projects are kept private. All of these
options come in the comfort of a web browser, without any overhead created by a licensing, upgrading or
maintenance system.

Like • Reply
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I’m sure the majority of engineering analysis tool users will have experienced a bug. The
workaround is often to roll back the software to an earlier version where the bug is not present.
As an analyst I’m used to doing battle with my organisation’s IT department to make the
appropriate version of the software available. In a cloud-based environment the user loses all
control of the software. Is this a valid concern or are there ways around this problem?

UberCloud With UberCloud’s standard engineering software containers, each new software release is
being containerized and put ‘on the shelf’. This way, the engineer can request any software release, new
or old, on demand, when needed. For example, UberCloud started building containers for ANSYS in early
2015. Today, in Spring 2019, we have 12 ANSYS successive releases on the shelf for our customers;
similarly, we have 9 successive Numeca containers on the shelf today, and so on. In addition, our
UberCloud containers come with many additional monitoring features about the underlying cloud
infrastructure and the status of the software and the simulation which is being performed. And this
information is only available to the engineer during the use of ‘his rental container; nothing is between
him and his container, no other ‘controller’. Thus, the engineer is able to maintain full control of his own
complete hardware/software cloud environment during the whole rental period.
Like • Reply

Esteco In my role as a product manager here at Esteco I see the product technology is evolving very
rapidly. When we install our software in an organisation, we have to rely on that organisation’s IT
infrastructure and expertise. We need to comply to that organisation’s IT standards and these can be
very old. It can take many months for the latest software containing bug fixes to be rolled out to the
users. The situation is very different in a cloud-based environment where we can issue updates on a daily
basis and resolve problems before users are even aware of them. In the cloud environment bugfixes are
in the hands of the vendor who is only interested in providing customers with the most reliable product
with the latest capabilities.
Customers do challenge us on reliability and we have seen from organisations like Facebook and
WhatsApp that no service can guarantee 100% availability. While this is true, availability is also not
guaranteed when the IT in managed from within the organisation. The Engineering market is late to the
game when it comes to using the cloud. If we look to the financial industries, we can see that there is
trust that cloud-based services can be robust. It will take time for a similar level of trust to be developed
in our industry.

When our software is installed at an enterprise level, we are constrained by the organisations technology
and expertise. Our optimisation tools produce and interrogate large amounts of data and we can hit up
against barriers that cannot be resolved due to constraints imposed by the IT architecture and expertise
that exists within the customer’s organisation.

Like • Reply
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SimScale With every release, plenty of testing is done beforehand. We’re automatically running plenty of
workflows on large dataset of CAD models every time a change is released to production, which happens
multiple times per day. In addition, we can enable and disable specific features for individual users or
user groups as needed.
When encountering a bug on the platform that is reported by users, we can automatically roll back any
incremental change to previous versions allowing us to properly prioritize the bug’s severity while nondefective features remain unaffected. Fixes are delivered very quickly at any time and most of the users
do not even notice that there has been a bug in the first place.

Like • Reply

OnScale This gets to the “GitHub” style interface we’re building out and will be deploying soon. We’re
balancing two things: a Cloud multiphysics platform that is literally updated nightly (e.g. releasing new
multiphysics capabilities, launching new features, improving compute performance, and fixing minor
bugs, etc.) with being a “System of Record”, including roll-back capabilities to the state of the
multiphysics solvers when an analysis was performed (not just the model setup parameters like mesh,
material properties, and boundary conditions).

In the aerospace world (where I spent my academic career before moving into MEMS), to get FAA
certification of a new airframe, an engineer had to be able to reproduce the engineering results from their
multiphysics/CFD solvers. That meant that the engineer had to archive the solvers him/herself and of
course they were very reticent to use new algorithms. That will always be a problem, but with better CAE
management tools (again, enabled by the Cloud and permanent Cloud storage/archiving) engineers can
be confident they can always look back over years of data/analysis and reproduce results.

Like • Reply

Dassault Systèmes SIMULIA The upside to cloud is that the cloud software is always on the latest, most
modern, most advanced capability from the vendor (as opposed to on premise software which in many
cases lags substantially behind the latest version.) Our promise as an ISV is to provide high quality welltested software before it is pushed to the customer cloud environment. In addition, we perform quarterly
maintenance updates to the cloud software to address issues discovered during usage.
Like • Reply

Rescale This experience is actually enhanced with the Rescale cloud platform. Users are able to select
the exact version of the software they want to run at the time of execution. We try to maintain the
current version of all software, but with over 350 softwares on the platform that isn’t necessarily the
case. However, a newer version can be made available in just a few days if there is an urgent need. We
can also maintain private, custom version where available. We only retire older versions when they are
no longer supported by the code vendor and there is no demand for them on the platform. Again, we can
always bring them back for a special case.
Like • Reply
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What do you feel are the current barriers preventing engineers from using simulation tools in the
cloud?
Rescale Security remains a concern that must be overcome. Security is important and Rescale takes a
lot of effort to ensure our users feel their data is safe. That said, some IT administers are resistant to the
change and enforce blanket policies that hinder movement to the cloud.
Like • Reply

OnScale The perception of security is a major issue at companies in competitive markets, but that is
disappearing quickly as they realize that Amazon, Google, and Microsoft are actually better at securing
their customers data than customers are able to do on their own! Physical security is expensive and
unnecessary – why have your data on-site where everyone knows exactly where to find it? Another issue
is the lingering effects of major investments in on-site HPCs. Many companies have spent small fortunes
on this hardware and want it to be used to extract value from that investment. This is changing rapidly as
well, as companies, one-by-one, look to upgrade their HPCs and see that the math just doesn’t make
sense any more.
Like • Reply

Dassault Systèmes SIMULIA The barrier to entry is the lowest it has ever been for Simulation on the
Cloud. The biggest barrier is competition from on premise investments. Cloud certainly brings new
licensing models and opportunities – the burden is on us (the ISV) to clearly explain the values,
differentiators, and benefits of Cloud simulation compared to the traditional on-premise approach. From
our perspective, interest in the cloud by our customers and its usage is accelerating rapidly.
Like • Reply

SimScale One of the reasons engineers and companies are reluctant to shift to cloud-based simulation
solutions is that they already use on-premises software that they are familiar with and it’s hard to change
an established system. But more and more companies are becoming aware of the barriers that are
actually removed by the emergence of cloud computing in CAE and the benefits related to cost, time,
accessibility, ease of use and collaboration options weigh much more than the one-time discomfort of
transitioning to a new solution.
Another concern is related to security, as users no longer rely on their IT infrastructure to protect their
designs and simulation results, but instead trust an external provider with them. This is, however, top of
the list for cloud companies and it usually thoroughly taken care of. At SimScale, we take pride in
providing world-class security. All data transferred to and from the platform is protected with industrystandard encryption technology, using AES encrypted hard drives on our servers as well as in our
external data centres. The system has the same level of security as an online bank, so users can rest
assured their designs are safe.

Like • Reply
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Esteco The two main barriers are the perception of security and control. Engineers are resistant to give
up control of their licenses. With a ‘paid up’ or an annual software license engineers feel like they own
the product. Engineering department’s budgets run on an annual case, if you moving to a short-term
lease model then engineers have to make a case for purchasing software on a project by project basis.
At the extreme end of this we have an academy program and, in my opinion, Universities should be at
the forefront of the cloud revolution but many of these organisations are simply not allowed to rent
services, something has to change.
Like • Reply

UberCloud Suppose the engineer has a real need / pressure for additional computing resources and he
is able to explain this convincingly to his management, then the biggest hurdles we face are the
company’s traditional compliance rule which have not yet been adjusted to modern times. Similarly,
some ISVs make it simply too hard to work together with their customers in a customer friendly way,
taking into account and implementing all the customer’s specific requirements, without the limitations
imposed by the ISV. Number three is that engineers and their managers are often not fully informed
about all the benefits of cloud, the recent positive developments, and are too often stuck in old and
wrong prejudices. UberCloud is absolutely determined to help engineers to look forward and understand
all the pros and cons (our so-called Discovery Phase) before they start working with us on their first
projects.
Like • Reply
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As a frustrated analyst who is more likely to be attending a meeting than building a CAE model,
the ability to jump onto a cloud-based platform that can let me run a serious analysis from my
little 14” laptop is very appealing. Can you give our readers an indication of the type of users that
you find are accessing your services? How do you see the type of users using cloud-based
engineering analysis services evolving in the years to come?
Esteco For large organisations, the use of the cloud is going to strongly depend on the culture of the
organisation. In our experience there is a lot of interest in cloud-based access but real industry cases are
quite uncommon at the moment. The main issues revolve around concerns over security and where
these large organisation are using web based services it is via a private cloud.
It is a little different for small to medium sized organisations as the cloud provides flexibility to scale up
their capability and provide a more sophisticated solution without having to invest in their infrastructure
or annually licenses.

Like • Reply

UberCloud Only recently, about 2 – 3 years ago, have engineers discovered the cloud for their
simulations; especially in times of simulation peak demands and approaching development project
deadlines, for example. And while, in the early days, engineers mostly used cloud resources just for one
solver, like ANSYS Fluent, SIMULIA Abaqus, or Numeca FINE/Marine, recently, they are moving whole
complex workflows to the cloud, like Trek Bicycle’s integrated STAR-CCM+/HEEDS CFD optimization
process for their next generation mountain bike, or Capvidia’s Flowvision/Abaqus fluid-structure
interaction used for Aorta/Heart Valve optimization. Other companies don’t even renew their old
compute cluster but move now all their engineering workload to the cloud.
Like • Reply

Rescale Our users run the full gamut of what you might imagine. We have the smaller companies who
simply can’t afford HPC or high-end workstations and use our platform to handle their needs as they
arise. Increasingly, however, major enterprises are incorporating the cloud into their HPC strategies to
remove bottlenecks and take advantage of a resource that automatically stays up to date with the latest
hardware. In the near term, on premise HPC users will adopt a hybrid approach to downsize/rightsize
their on-premise investment while getting the advantages of the cloud. As we progress more and more
workflows will migrate to the cloud and on-premise hardware will become more specialized to deal with
special edge cases.
Like • Reply

Dassault Systèmes SIMULIA Our approach provides a way for our traditional simulation analysts to
harness the power of HPC in the Cloud. We are also talking with many small and medium companies
who do not have access to an on-premise capacity either for software or for hardware for computeintensive simulations. The cloud opens the door for them to take advantage of HPC and to do it quickly.
Many new start-ups are going to cloud right away, completely skipping a traditional on-premise
approach. For these companies, the promise of cloud brings accessibility, affordability, and scalability in
the sense that usage can easily ramp up from, say, 3 users in the first few months to 10 users in the first
year, all working on the same data, the same software UI, and collaborating across roles to bring their
dreams to the market more quickly.
Like • Reply
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SimScale With over 150,000 users on our platform it is hard to make a general assumption about “the
classic user” but what our customers and users like most is that SimScale does not require any
installation, license or maintenance, and the free Community plan is accessed by default (the
Professional plan can be tested for 14 days), which makes it very transparent. Anyone can test the
product, see if it’s a fit for their application, and needs to only pay for actual professional work. For
example, engineering consultants work project-based; they can test SimScale for free for as long as they
want, buy a Professional subscription when they work on a project and the second year only renew their
plan when they have another project and have a need for simulation; in the meantime, they can still be
part of the community and access the platform publicly.
Another big advantage of SimScale is that one can even use a standard 14” laptop without any need for
investing in powerful hardware—all that is required is a decent Internet connection and a web browser.

As we cover all main simulation types—CFD, FEA, and thermal analysis, we have very diverse users,
coming from over 20 industries, including AEC, HVAC, electronics, consumer products, industrial
equipment, automotive, aerospace, and more. From small and medium companies to large corporations
such as Aqseptence Group, L&T, WSP, ARUP or Johnson & Johnson, our customers use cloud-based
simulation with SimScale to test and optimize their designs. With such broad applications, the market is,
of course, international. We have customers on all continents and from many countries, from the US,
Australia, UAE, Qatar, Brazil to Italy, France, Switzerland, Germany and much more.

Like • Reply

OnScale Shackling engineers to a desktop with a legacy license or an HPC that requires local access
just doesn’t make sense any more. This applies to engineers at large companies as readily as it does to
makers in their garage. Our users span the breadth of these spaces, and it’s important to note, they’re all
using the same powerful product. No tiering of capabilities, no throttling of computational resources, just
tools that are ready to go when you need them, where you need them.
Our users include experienced CAE users doing high-end, time-critical, mission-critical analysis. For
these engineers, resource and time limitations are a serious, tangible bottleneck. They are planning next
year’s simulations for new products, which they are required to design and deliver. During the planning
process, these engineers and their teams have to evaluate things like license requirements, hardware
requirements, and simulation time cycles and have to order HPC hardware to support their simulation
requirements 1 year in advance so that it’s up and running, and licensed when they need it. Our platform
provides these engineers with an end-to-end solution that not only can be turned on right away but can
also give them access to additional resources.

Our platform is also a great benefit to new users who had no idea that high-end simulation was available
to them. Our tools are available to use for free, with no limitation on capabilities, without any hidden
modules or fees, accessible through your browser (limited only by core hours per month). That
empowers engineers, and future engineers, who might not have access to large R&D budgets to start
seeing what simulation can do for them - how it can allow them to create, design, and build cool things
faster and better.

Like • Reply
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Working out of my office in a village in West Yorkshire, England I’ve found that my internet speed
(10-15Mb/s) allows me to use cloud-based engineering analysis tools. That said there is a small
lag that can be annoying. Will this always be an issue and if not what sort of net speed would I
need before the experience cannot be differentiated from working in a local environment?
OnScale The lag you’re experiencing is because very large amounts of data is still being sent down from
the Cloud to your local GPU and 3D graphics accelerator to render 3D graphics. We believe that very
soon, all of this graphics processing will move to Cloud GPU clusters, and interacting with engineering
software in the cloud will be more like streaming a 4K High Def movie (which I’m sure you can do with a
15 Mb/s link). You’ll be getting HD 2D faster images instead of the underlying 3D data while preserving
the full control you have in 3D over CAD, boundary conditions, post-proc tools, etc.
We also believe that 5G will be a game changer for this. With mobile base-stations having the ability to
deliver wired internet speeds, then as long as you have cell signal you have high-speed internet. Cloud
engineering will benefit from this, which is a nice circle of life consequence as OnScale is helping
companies today to make 5G a reality through the use of multiphysics simulations of large, real-world
problems.

Like • Reply

SimScale The issue with a slow Internet connection is that it will take models a bit longer to load initially
and persisting larger changes will have a small delay. Once the models are loaded, pre- and postprocessing as well as setting up and running the simulation will not be impacted. The main advantage of
cloud-based simulation tools is that they don’t block local resources; hence, with minimum connectivity
and a standard laptop or PC, one can access high-performing machines that, with SimScale, go up to 96
cores.
We’re very positive that, in the near future, high-speed mobile broadband will replace wired broadband
globally. With IoT continuing its expansion, high-speed Internet will need to be a basic supply in every
household since many more devices will be included, making Internet connectivity a necessity in all
areas of life.

Like • Reply

UberCloud UberCloud software containers allow for full interactive work and submitting batch jobs.
When it comes to remote visualization of the simulation results, we use Nice DCV and GPUs to provide
accelerated High-Definition (HD) data transfer with up to 30 frames per second each frame with up to six
megapixels. This usually produces jitter-free movement of objects with up to a few 10 million DOFs, e.g.
finite elements. Then, we are trying to further improve connectivity by selecting the cloud provider
closest to the user. At the end of the day, it is all about the last mile problem, the distance between the
end user and ‘his’ cloud, and the amount and size of information to be transferred between the cloud and
the use.
Like • Reply

Dassault Systèmes Simulia For cloud-native applications such as our Abaqus Specialist role running in a
browser, 10-15 Mbps should be sufficient for an Analyst to perform structural analysis without undue
bandwidth-limited delays. Post-processing of a large structural model will require faster internet speed if
the data needs to be downloaded to the local client. However, high-performance visualization
technology using Cloud resources for post-processing alleviates data download to a large extent.
Like • Reply

Rescale For users accessing HPC solver resources via a batch execution, the internet speeds only
impact how quickly the user can get their data to and from the cloud. For interactive desktop sessions,
there can be some challenges if the connection is not ideal.
Like • Reply
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I was amused when I saw the first mac that didn’t have a CD-ROM drive, I never thought I’d move
my CD collection up into the attic and use a streaming service and I’m now happy backing my
hard drive up to the cloud, it all quickly becomes the “new normal”. It feels like the public have
adopted cloud technology quickly with the benefits overriding many of the concerns that were
originally expressed. Do you have any figures or can you point to any good data sources to
demonstrate the uptake in users using engineering analysis tools on cloud compute platform?
Dassault Systèmes Simulia Our Dassault Systèmes corporate Compass magazine provides some
interesting observations and data on the growth of cloud – see
https://compassmag.3ds.com/en/12/All/CLOUD-AND-MORE-CLOUD#/en/12/All.
Like • Reply

Rescale Indeed, individuals have taken to the cloud rather quickly. Businesses have followed, but at a
slower pace depending on the application. Emails systems quickly adopted a cloud-based service and
file storage wasn’t far behind. Now we have cloud-based phone services even replacing that
infrastructure. Engineering simulation applications that are tightly coupled resisted for a while due to
the complexity of the migration. That is why specialized expertise is required to migrate these workflows
to the cloud. The expertise companies like Rescale provide is what is finally allowing this cloud shift to
occur for these workflows. Rescale year-over-year growth rate (core hour consumption on the Rescale
Platform) is over 300% every year
Like • Reply

SimScale When the SimScale cloud-based simulation platform was released in 2013, the company’s
founders and investors were recognizing the potential of cloud computing in engineering just like it was
starting to show in other industries. Still, traditional on-premises software was the norm and, although
things have changed since then with more and more companies adopting cloud-based simulation, there
hasn’t been a shift to the cloud yet. What we have experienced is a contact growth in users and interest
as well as new markets opening up to simulation in general, through the accessibility, ease-of-use, and
cost-effectiveness that cloud-based solutions brought. If in 2015—three years after the product launch—
SimScale was proudly announcing 50,000 users, in 2018 we were at 150,000.
Like • Reply

OnScale We have thousands of active users on our Cloud CAE platform from major Fortune 100
companies all around the world that have run hundreds of thousands of simulations collectively on the
Cloud. We’re at the starting point of taking engineering simulation into the Cloud. We believe that it will
rapidly become the new normal for engineers, just like typing on a Word doc in the Cloud (as I’m doing
now) is the new normal for office information workers.
Like • Reply

UberCloud For the very first time at Supercomputing in Dallas last November, Hyperion presented a
longer slide sequence about the recent uptake of High-Performance Computing (HPC) in the Cloud,
demonstrating in an impressive way the recent uptake in the HPC & AI Cloud market. According to the
data, over 70% of HPC sites run some jobs in public clouds, up from 13% in 2011 and 10% of all HPC jobs
are now running in clouds.
Like • Reply
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Can you describe the experience that someone accessing engineering analysis tools on your
platform would have? What IT skills would a user need to get up and running? How does the
process work, is there an integrated pre and post environment or is pre and post still handled
locally?
SimScale Beginner users starting out with new engineering tools, especially for simulation, can be
overwhelmed by the new environment and possibilities that they are exposed to. SimScale offers support
in the forum as well as training material (much of it free) which makes it easy for beginners as well as
experienced professionals to delve into the world of simulation and solidify existing knowledge.
Absolutely no IT skills are required to run a simulation end-to-end via a web browser. Each step required
for a simulation—namely pre-processing, processing, as well as the post-processing—is integrated into
the SimScale cloud-based platform, which makes the workflow of every user very smooth.
Like • Reply

OnScale The big point of our software is that an engineer doesn’t need any specialized IT skills.

We have dissected and completely re-thought the usual CAE workflow: pre-process, process, postprocess. Pre-processing is the toughest part to get right, In the past, users needed to spend an inordinate
amount of time just setting up their models. Engineers were in the dark about how much time and
compute power (CPU and RAM) was needed to solve a simulation, and the only way to find out was to
actually run the simulation. With our platform, users simply bring in their CAD into a thin client or web
portal and set up boundary conditions. Physics engines are automatically selected based on the types of
boundary conditions. We use AI and good old-fashioned numerical science to accurately predict how
long simulations will take, how many core-hours (CPU) and how much RAM. This allows the engineer to
trade off accuracy, time, and cost of simulations.
The solution phase is the most computationally intensive part of process. In the past, engineers were
constrained by the power of their laptop/desktop PCs or their on-premise HPCs. Even when engineers
were lucky enough to have access to real on-premise HPCs, often queues formed and engineering
managers fought over precious resources. Our platform moves the computationally intensive aspects to
of engineering simulation to our Cloud HPC platform (highly secure, powered by Amazon or Cloud). We
create just enough virtual hardware (cores + RAM) to solve the simulation or set of simulations, we spin
up the “Virtual HPC”, process, and automatically shut down the HPC and store the results on the Cloud.

The most time-consuming part of the process is the post-processing phase. Say you’re an engineer and
you’ve just spent weeks of compute time simulating something, and now you have terabytes of data to
review. Where do you start? In the past, engineers had to rely on very rudimentary tools like point probes,
sectioning, iso-clipping, and other non-intuitive ways of “swimming through the data” looking for
engineering insights. This is a very error-prone process. With our platform engineers can use our Cloud
API to use their preferred post-processing tools like Excel or Matlab, they can write their own custom
post-processing scripts in their favourite language, like Python, or the can use our own post-processing
tools to quickly find and isolate pivotal engineering insights.
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Vendor Viewpoint

Esteco Here at Esteco we provide process optimisation and automation tools, our tools do not come
with a direct solver and instead integrate with third party solvers. The cloud concept is very appealing
for our customers as it provides the ability to scale up the resources on demand. This is especially
useful for smaller organisations that can’t meet the required demand with their in-house IT capability.
From our perspective there should be no difference to the engineer if they are using our products on the
cloud or locally.
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UberCloud UberCloud’s fully automated, self-service, and portable software containers can host any
engineering workload and data on any cloud resource around the world. After the engineer requests a
specific cloud system and his specific engineering workflow container, he receives a welcome email with
login and password, and with one mouse click, through his browser, he is in his familiar (containerized)
simulation environment, but on much more powerful computing resources. Now, he continues
interactively his pre-processing tasks, submits his jobs, and performs post-processing and remote
visualization of his simulation results, in the same way he is used to work with his on-premise
workstation, without the need for in-house equipment, additional IT skills, and cloud computing
expertise; no investment, no learning needed.
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Dassault Systèmes Simulia Existing simulation users from Dassault Systèmes do not need to have any
extra skills to be up and running on the Cloud. The barrier to entry is very low. A user does not need any
IT skills to get up and running. It’s as simple as receiving an email authorizing their cloud usage, then
from that email, the customers can pick and choose what they want to use and install the clients locally
that are needed to access the cloud environment. There are multiple approaches available to the user–
Dassault Systèmes has developed our platform applications natively on cloud plus customers can
continue to use their existing Dassault Systèmes simulation solutions powered by the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform on the cloud. Some roles are even cloud-native which means that they run completely in a
browser environment and do not require any installation at all. Pre-post is available locally as well as on
cloud, the goal being to provide maximum flexibility to the user.
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Rescale Users can choose to execute their solve on the Rescale platform via batch execution much as
they would do with a scheduler and local HPC assets, but there is never a queue. We have a remote
desktop environment for pre-post processing and we also have high performance desktops with higher
core counts and GPU acceleration so you can also tackle workstation class problems. Finally, we also
have the ability to combine the two approaches where we run a Linux desktop from the master node and
distribute the solve in the background
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NAFEMS would like to thank all of those who took part
in this discussion for their time, effort and insight. r
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